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Figure 1: A Dip in the Lake text-score, published by Henmar Press, 1978.1 (With permission of Edition 

Peters) 

 
 

                                                
1 See Data Drive for the PDF of the score: /DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake Media/A Dip in the 
Lake material for visual display/A Dip in the Lake Score PDF. 
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Introduction 

 

      A Dip in the Lake is an audio-visual installation created as part of Getting Nowhere, a festival and 

conference at the University of York in November 2012, celebrating the life and work of John 

Cage.2 The installation was a realisation of the eponymous text-piece composed by John Cage: 

Figure 1 shows Cage’s text score.3 The piece was a collaborative work, led by me and 

implemented by a small team of undergraduate music students at the University of York.4 

 

     According to online sources, the original piece was created in the city of Chicago in 1978. 

John Cage’s composition initially came about in response to a 1976 request from Chicago 

Magazine and composer Raymond Wilding-White. The graphic score (a map of Chicago with 

superimposed coordinates) now resides in the permanent collection of the Chicago Museum of 

Contemporary Art.5 The first performance took place inside the SS Clipper, docked at Navy 

Pier, Chicago, on July 7, 1982.6 It was part of the opening reception for Chicago’s week-long 

festival of new music: buffet guests were able to wander round the ship with twelve separate 

tape machines relaying the sound.7 There have since been other realisations of the piece, for 

example by Robert Pleshar in 2003.8 

 

     The basic premise involves the selection of 427 locations on a city map using chance 

procedures. Sound recordings are then made at these locations. The sound material thus 

gathered is then organised for playback, again using chance procedures. As can be seen from 

figure 1, nothing is specified, so there is ample scope for invention as regards executing these 

instruction. For my realisation, I decided to use a large ambisonic outdoor speaker array for 

playback. I also restricted the number of locations to 1579, (the same number Cage used for 

                                                
2 Details of the festival can be found here:  http://www.york.ac.uk/music/undergraduate/practical-
project/getting-nowhere/. 
3 See Data Drive for the PDF of the score: /DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake Media/A Dip in the Lake 
material for visual display/A Dip in the Lake Score PDF. 
4 The full team credits and list of personnel can be found on the Data Drive: /DataDrive/A Dip in 
the Lake material for visual display/A Dip in the Lake Credits. 
5 Website source: http://www.petergena.com/cagedip.html. Accessed 10th October 2014 08:53. 
6 Website source: http://www.petergena.com/cagedip.html. Accessed 10th October 2014 08:53. 
7 SILVERMANN 2012, page 321. 
8 For details see website: http://modisti.com/n10/?p=2718. 
9 A list of location can be found in documents on the Data Drive: /DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake 
Media/A Dip in the Lake recording location maps and information. 
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another similar piece called 49 Waltzes for the 5 Boroughs, created in New York). The smaller 

number of locations was chosen due to practical considerations: we only had a few weeks to 

create the piece from scratch. As a group, we selected our locations using chance procedures 

applied to a map of York. Again, for practical considerations, we limited ourselves to an area of 

around 9Km² radiating out from the centre of York. Figure 2 below shows the map used. The 

black dots are pins marking the selected points.10 

 

 
Figure 2: detail of Ordinance Survey Explorer Map 290. 

Area of approximately 9km² radiating out from the centre of York. 
(Reproduced with the permission of Ordnance Survey) 

 

 

 

                                                
10 A high resolution image of the map can be found on the Data Drive: /DataDrive/A Dip in the 
Lake Media/A Dip in the Lake recording location maps and information. 
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Location Selection and Gathering Materials 

  

     157 locations were selected from an Ordinance Survey map of York by means of chance 

procedures. The map was made by enlarging an area of approximately 9km² from Ordinance 

Survey Explorer Map 29012 (see figure 2), which was then printed on A1 paper. The locations 

were selected by means of a system using a grid and dice. The map was divided into a 5 x 8 grid 

of 40 squares, each one 10 x 10cm, and each was given a number 1–40. Each of these coarse 

resolution grids was further divided into four 5 x 5cm quarters, numbered 1–4. A 5 x 5cm grid 

of 100 0.5cm squares was then made using a cut-out section from an overhead projector 

transparency film, the grid being marked on the film with black pen. This grid enabled us to 

select locations at a much higher resolution, resulting in a grid over the entire map comprising 

16,000 possible locations. Several gaming dice were then used to identify the precise location in 

the following way: a four- and a ten-sided dice were rolled to get the two digits of the first 

coordinate, giving a number from 1 to 40, and thus selecting the square for the coarse 5 x 8 grid. 

A four-sided die was rolled to select the quadrant of the square to be used. The 5 x 5 cm 

transparency was then placed over the quardrant, and two ten-sided dice were rolled in order to 

select the precise square on this grid. A pin was put through the centre of this square, marking 

the point. This pin was left in the map. 

 
     The process of marking the points took us about six hours as a group. It was filmed, and the 

film was played as part of the final piece. Figure 3, below, shows this work in progress. 

 

 

Figure 3: Jon Hughes selecting recording location points on the map. 

                                                
12 Ordinance Survey Explorer Map 290. Scale 1:25 000 (4cm to 1km). 
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     These points were then each allocated a time on a 24-hour clock, again using chance 

procedures, and the time was written onto the map.  

   

     We then worked out the route and time for a number of field-recording trips, which were 

marked with ribbons. Figure 4, below, shows the final map; each ribbon represents a field-

recording trip undertaken by an individual or group of individuals to gather sounds.13 Ten 

minutes of audio was recorded at each location; photos were also taken and text recorded. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Location map for A Dip In the Lake showing field trip ribbons. 
 

 

 

 
                                                

13 A high resolution photograph of this map can be found on the Data Drive: /DataDrive/A Dip in 
the Lake Media/A Dip in the Lake recording location maps and information. 
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Mixing 

 

     For the mixing process, four sound mixers were appointed: Jon Hughes, Desmond 

Fitzgerald, Will Mackie and Twm Dylan. We began by meeting in a pub and having a ‘tape 

splicing party’. This was inspired by the reported method Cage used to select, edit and splice 

tape recorded in the original realisation of A Dip in the Lake.14 According to online sources,15 Cage 

used a method he had developed for an earlier piece, Rozart Mix.16 This involved unspooling the 

tape once sounds had been collected, cutting it up and putting the fragments in a pile on the 

floor, then splicing it back together arbitrarily. In our version we created 157 coloured strips of 

paper and give each a number corresponding to a specific sound file. These bits of paper were 

then placed in a pile in the centre of a table, and the four sound mixers took it turns in selecting 

a strip at random. This procedure gave each sound mixer both a quarter of the total number of 

recordings and a playing order, both selected by chance. The results of our tape splicing party 

can be seen in figure 5 below: 

 

 
Figure 5: Tape splicing party results. 

 
  

                                                
14 Website source: http://www.petergena.com/cagedip.html. Accessed 10th October 2014 08:53. 
15 Website source: http://www.petergena.com/cagedip.html. Accessed 10th October 2014 08:53. 
16 Rozart Mix, Peters Edition, 1965. 
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     The individual sound mixers then worked on their allocation of the recordings independently 

to create a continous track of sound. Each recording was played from beginning to end, with 

minimal use of processing: techniques such as EQ and compression were only used to enhance 

the clarity of a recording, while editing was only used to remove obviously intrusive handling 

noises. If a recording was missing for a location ten minutes of silence was inserted in its place. 

36 of the 157 recording locations were missing in the final piece: due to the time limits we didn’t 

get to complete our plan and recording every location. Once these four continous tracks were 

assembled, they were overlaid in a single project, using the DAW Reaper, and mixed 

ambisonically. This final mixing process was completed by Jon Hughes and Desmond 

Fitzgerald. Our guiding principle at this final stage was to mix in a musical and effective way. 

The material had been assembled according to chance procedures up to this point, but now the 

focus was on making the ambisonic mix as interesting as possible sonically, based on our 

subjective judgement. Both Bformat  (in two parts) and stereo versions of the final mix can be 

found on the Data Drive.17 

 

 

 
Figure 6: ‘Surround’ picture of A Dip in the Lake installation (Photograph: Chris Leedham) 

                                                
17 See: /DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake Media/A Dip in the Lake audio files. 
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Performance 

  

     The piece was performed outdoors using a 30-meter ambisonic speaker array at the 

University of York. Audience members were free to walk around in the circle. A gazebo was 

erected on the perimeter of the circle, in which visual material was housed, including 

photographs from recording locations and fragments of text captured through the recording 

process (either from writing down text observed in the field, from the field recordist’s own 

reflections, or from conversations with members of the public)18. A video screen also played a 

video recording the process of creating the locations map, which was speeded up to 

approximately double speed to fit with the length of the audio track. Figure 7 shows a 

photograph of the performance site: 

 
 

 
Figure 7: A Dip in the Lake performance site, University of York, November 2012. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
18 This visual material can be found on the Data Drive: /DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake Media/A 
Dip in the Lake material for visual display. 
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Form of the Finished Work 

 

     The final piece was three hours and 12 minutes long and divided into five movements. A 

timeline was drawn up for the installation, which was also on display (see figure 8) and printed 

out to be distributed to visitors.19 From figure 8, we can see that the timeline details moments of 

sonic interest, which have been given individual names and a time stamp. 

 

     Program notes were also on display and distributed to visitors. These were written by Jon 

Hughes and took the form of a concise description of the creative process, spliced together with 

fragments of text giving a description of the artistic aims (see figure 9). This style of text was 

inspired by Cage’s The Future of Music: Credo.20 A blog was also maintained through the creative 

process, which can be found online at http://adipinthelake.tumblr.com/, and also on the Data 

Drive.21  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
19 See Data Drive: /DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake Media/A Dip in the Lake material for visual 
display. 
20 CAGE 2009, page 3. 
21 See:/DataDrive/A Dip in the Lake Media/A Dip in the Lake Blog. 
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Appendix 1:  
A Dip in the Lake timeline. 

 
A Dip in the Lake 

 
 
Movement 1 
Rolling in the Deep 

 
0:00  Ear Cleaning 
8:28  Rolling in the Deep 
9:04  Bike Spokes 
11:28               Unbent Screwdriver 
17:26  Rain 
19:00  Railway Workshop 

 
 
 
Movement 2 
Motorik 
 
21:44       Silence 
22:00         Night time Alleyway 
44:55        Military Jet 
47:17     Pirates 
54:01    Bike Wizz Pan 
1:04:29  Barrack Gates 
1:07:01  Crying 
1:09:18   Silence 
 
 

	  
 
Movement  3 
Infrastructure 

 
1:09:36       Crows 
1:18:06    Chopper Playground 
1:19:41          Train Station 
1:32:58        York Minster 
1:46:16 Siren 
1:48:10  Propellers 
1:51:15 Terry 
1:55:49      Deeds 

 
 
 
 
Movement 4 
Andante 

 
1:58:34      Andante 
2:05:03      Primal Scream 
2:16:05      Great Hall 
2:30:53   Bus Chat Up 
2:34:59    Firework Sweep 
2:38:23        Jet Plane 
2:39:43   Bonfire night 

 
Movement 5 
Dukebox 
 
2:51:03      Pub 
2:51:55                80s Synth Solo 
2:53:32  Beth Orton 
3:04:09      Strange Voices 
3:05:04         Old man sweeping 
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Appendix 2:  
A Dip in the Lake programme notes. 

 
A Dip In the Lake 

 
Sound is an important element of our shared experience, shared cultural 
and acoustic space. 
 

We      present here     a realization of John Cage’s     text composition   A Dip in the    Lake. 
 
The    original    piece was created in    the city of     Chicago in     1978. The graphic score     (a map of Chicago with 
superimposed coordinates)     now resides in the     permanent      collection of the      Chicago Museum of Contemporary 
Art.      The first performance took      place inside the SS Clipper, docked at       Navy Pier, Chicago, on       July 7 1982. 

 
Communication through sound: we experience one another’s intention and 
movement through sound, and so it binds us, forms a shared community.  
 

The basic      idea for the      piece is to     select 427 locations using     chance procedures applied     to a city map,     and then     
make sound recordings at each     location. The recorded material is then organized for playback,     again using     chance 
procedures.  

 
Think of the recordings not simply as recorded sound, but as recorded 
time, recorded experience. 
 

The     original score     text reads as follows: 
 
For performer(s)     or listener(s) or record    maker(s); transcriptions     may be made for other     cities, or places, by      
assembling though    chance operations a list of 427     addresses and then, also     through chance operations, arranging        
these in ten      groups of 2, 61 groups of 3, and 56 groups of 4).     John Cage, New York         City 1978. 
 
This      is written on the title      page, and then the rest of the score consists of a list of         the selected addresses. 

 
And as such you are listening here to a collage of captured time, space 
and experience.  
 

For our version,       we restricted     ourselves to 157 locations      due to practical considerations;     we only had a few     
weeks to create  the piece from scratch. 157 is the same        number Cage used for a similar piece called 49 Waltzes for    the 
5 Boroughs, created in    New York 1977. 

 
A compression of experience. 
 

There are       16 000 possible      points on the map, each      selected with a single throw         of 5 dice.  
 
We selected      our locations    using chance procedures applied    to a map of York, limited        to an area of     
approximately 9 Km2    radiating out from the city     center.        We enlarged and   printed a specific    region of   Ordnance 
Survey     map #290,   dividing     it into a grid     of 40 squares, each again divided    into 4 quarters. A     grid of 100    small 
squares (0.5 cm2) was    then drawn   onto an acetate    transparency, and   used to locate each precise point           position 
within   the selected quarter. 

 
Sound is a phenomena we experience when mechanisms in our inner ear 
respond to oscillations of pressure transmitted through a solid, liquid 
or gas. 
 

5    different sized      gaming dice    were thrown simultaneously    to select each point    position. The    first 2 (one 8 sided    
and one 10 sided), chose the coarse grid        square on  the X,Y axis    of the map.  

 
We feel it physically, on our skin, in our bodies. Usually, for us, sound 
is transmitted in the air. 
 

Then    a 4 sided    pyramid die    selected one of    the 4 quarters   of this square. Two    further 10 sided           dice chose the   
specific point   from the X,Y axis of the finer     transparency grid    overlayed on   this quarter square.  

 
And this is the same air that we breath, that we share with one another 
and with other organic material in the environment 

 
A    pin was then     put in the    center of this selected    fine transparency grid square. Each     of these  small squares     
equated     to an area  on the map equivalent    to approximately       3 moderately    sized terrace houses.  
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Our next    step was to    choose     the time of    day for each     recording. We chose 25     locations by  chance, and for   
these selected    times between   12am and 6am by chance.          We then selected    times from 6am to 12am for the 
remaining      132 locations, again      using chance procedures. 

 
The boundary between one physical entity and another is not so distinct. 
We coexist in a complex field of energy that we sense in different ways – 
electromagnetic waves are sensed as light, energy through heat, through 
sound. 
 

We were    disciplined with    our selection    procedure. Just 2    alterations were made to     chance procedures. We altered    
the time of     the Minster and the    National Railway    museum locations – by chance    they both fell in the middle     of the 
night,     and we    reasoned that this    was a waste   of a good opportunity,      and   so offset  the time    of each by 12    
hours, so they fell in the     middle of the     afternoon.  

 
Here, we are attempting to capture a snapshot of that light, heat and 
acoustic energy, and of the community that is bound together by this 
sharing, this exchange.   
 

We    allowed ourselves     this small    deviation in order     to add more colour and variation     to the finished piece;       our 
piece celebrates the   diversity of life in York, and     the use of   chance procedures is    designed to facilitate capturing    
something of this   diversity.  
 
If asked     to select 157    locations on   a map, the    most likely    response is to think  of all the ‘interesting’   places, 
meaning    places and   situations that are    already   familiar in   some way, and    which  you judge      to be places that    
will elicit   interesting recordings.        Also, selection  will be biased to fit  with convenient      road or bus systems for   
example, and   be an         expression         of personal habits. 

 
The colours, sights and sounds of each location are still with us. 
 

Whilst    this approach    can of   course be effective and     fruitful, there    is also something   valuable and      interesting to 
be   discovered through   the use of chance   procedures. The  selection   of points   and  working    out precise  map      
locations      is in itself a    process of analysis    regarding information   contained in the map,  but one   independent of    
unconscious    past experiences  and practical      concerns. 
 

Each location can be viewed from multiple perspectives. Individual 
recording expeditions still exist in the memories of those involved.  
 

One     is opened    to the possibility     of entirely new     experiences, distanced from the regular  individual patterns of daily    
life and thought. We    are all related to    one another   in this city, but our       habits are different,    and stop many       of us 
ever meeting      or finding out about    one another. Also, the    chance selection      procedure imbues     the location with       
a numinous quality;     whatever happens      at           that particular time and place    becomes special         and significant.  

 
Each location is a part of the life of anyone who inhabits or visits the 
city. 
 

The      result is    a celebration of     the environment    as it is, as    it is lived, rather     than a reflection  of the     artists own    
tastes, habits,    interest or concerns. The       work is about the    environment itself. 

 
We are recording all the time.  
 

Once the points     were selected, we     then organized    them into      routes, by finding      points       that were related       by 
time and space. So      a point at 17:00   might be linked      to a   point nearby at     17:30 for example, and then another    one 
at 18:30. In    this way, a number    of routes were established, and      then each one distributed     to a field recording      
team. The routes are     marked on the    displayed map using coloured     strips of material. 

 
The boundary between sound, feeling, light, art, sensation and the body, 
the boundary between the external world and our internal experience of 
it, are not so distinct 
 

We     had a lot     of fun recording     these sounds. It      was fun      to hear stories coming     back from     field recording    
trips – anecdotes,    snippets of conversation           overheard, people met.     We have gathered as much of this material    
together as we can,      and it is on display here.  

  
Sensing, synthesizing, transmitting; we are all transducers. 
 

Our     Aim: a Transparent       recording process, to focus      attention on the sounds      themselves. 
 

Following field     recording, the next      part of the process       was to edit the material, removing        recording mistakes          
and handling noise,      or unwanted distortion caused       by wind for      example. Our target       was the sound      of the 
environment       itself, and we       were keen    to make the technology as        transparent    as possible. Our ideal      is for 
the audience to be        drawn into the sound     world of each     individual location,      and find interest in        the 
juxtaposition of      them; to be drawn into         the work by      the sounds themselves. 
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In a sense you are listening to a compression of experience. Think of the 
recordings not simply as recorded sound, but as recorded time. You are 
standing in a field of stored memories.  
 

Cage’s original       piece involved the      use of tape machines. His     recordings were    made on tape, which was cut      up, 
mixed together in    a big pile    at a tape spicing     party, and then re-spliced. This     meant that for playback, sounds       
were cut and spliced          together by chance, frequently reversed, with      no choice or    judgment exercised regarding      
the organization of the       sounds. These      reconstituted reels     of tape were then played     back on 12 separate     tape 
machines in   numerous different rooms      on a           docked ship. 
 
Our      realization     is different for     many reasons. For     one, our playback is all     from a single    sound system,     rather 
than in    separate rooms. We    are using a    circle of     8 speakers, each     with its own independent channel    of 
amplification. The     speakers work together    as an ambisonic    array, controlled    by software that      enables sounds to be 
positioned in a         3D ambisonic     sound field.  

 
Speech, language, music, vibration. Sound is carried in the medium we use 
to communicate. We share a common sound field.   
 

As      a consequence, we      decided to exercise      more control    over the balance of sound      within our speaker     array. 
We didn’t   want the piece to come across      as a din, a    cacophony. We        wanted a way of playing with the    way 
sounds interact, so that at      times we could      choose to hear a single sound     clearly if we      wanted to. We     also 
decided against reversal of   sounds, as it would   distract from the   sounds in       themselves, and draw         attention           
to the production process. 

 
We      printed out      a number of    sheets containing    157 different coloured strips    in total, with   each strip     containing 
a number.   These were   then cut  up into      individual   ribbons. We    then had  our own tape splicing   party, involving   
drawing the      strips out  of a hat     in the Deramore   Arms one    Thursday evening,      to make 4 continuous    separate 
tracks   of material. 

 
Sound is an important element of our shared experience, shared cultural 
and acoustic space. 

 
Then      each track,   or ‘stem’ was mixed    by a different person,  (Jon Hughes, Des Fitzgerald,     Will Mackie, and Twm 
Dylan) with    levels being balanced,   the stereo recording      being positioned in    the ambisonic circle, and any     
outstanding technical problems cleaned up.    These 4 channels were then put together,         played simultaneously, and 
decisions made concerning what we thought worked, and     sounded effective in     terms of the balance of the 4     stems. 
 
We      are interested in      the tension created      between sounds. For example, a man     quietly sweeping     his front yard 
and     chatting about his house means    something different    when played right after the sound of a helicopter flying 
overhead, or     children playing football.  

 
We experience one another’s intention, movement and energy through sound, 
and so it binds us, forms a shared community.  
 

Different      combinations of    sounds elicit different       meanings, connect with the listener     in different ways     
emotionally, and relate    to different aspects of their    own personal           memory and experience.  Whilst the chance 
procedures       utilized in     the tape splicing     party and the independently  mixed stems    ensured that    we had no control     
over which sounds fell together, we    made artistic       decisions regarding how these sounds       would       interact.  

 
We are attempting here to present a celebration of our shared acoustic 
space. We want to remember that we who live in this city are connected. 
 
Jon Hughes  
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